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DIGEST
Request for reconsideration of dismissal of protest issue as untimely is denied where
the allegation concerned a defect in the terms of the solicitation, notwithstanding the
protester’s efforts to characterize its allegation as a challenge to the agency’s evaluation
of the awardee’s proposal.
DECISION
AOC Connect, LLC, a small business of Chantilly, Virginia, requests reconsideration of
a portion of our decision in AOC Connect, LLC, B-416658, B-416558.2, Nov. 8, 2018,
2018 CPD ¶ 384, in which we sustained AOC’s challenge to the Library of Congress’
evaluation of the awardee’s staffing under request for proposals (RFP) No. 030ADV18-R-0186, but dismissed as untimely AOC’s challenge to the Library’s evaluation of the
awardee’s proposed technology solution as technically acceptable. In our decision we
concluded that the protest essentially raised a challenge to the terms of the solicitation,
which should have been raised prior to the due date for submission of proposals,
because the agency put offerors on notice, through a solicitation amendment, that it was
willing to accept the technology solution proposed by the awardee. In its request for
reconsideration, AOC contends that its protest was timely because it was in fact a
challenge to the agency evaluation of the awardee’s technical solicitation and not a
challenge to the terms of the solicitation.
We deny the request for reconsideration.
The RFP sought commercial item long-haul telecommunications network connectivity
between a new computing facility and three existing Library data centers. As originally
issued, the RFP required offerors to provide dark fiber, dense wavelength division

multiplexing connectivity. Agency Report (AR), Tab 1, RFP at 8. The Library issued
multiple amendments to the RFP responding to offeror questions and significantly
changing the requirements. As relevant here, the agency issued amendment 4, which
included the following question and answer response:
Q2. Will the Library please accept the use of [optical transport unit-4 (OTU-4)]
fiber for this proposal?
A2. Library Response: Yes the Library will accept a proposal for an OTU-4 fiber
connection. We would however like to see the whole proposed architecture that
is proposed in conjunction with an OTU-4 fiber connection and whether bridging
would also be possible as part of the proposed solution.
AR, Tab 2.e., RFP amend. 4, at 2.
The Library received three proposals, to include proposals from AOC and CenturyLink
(the awardee). Contracting Officer’s Statement at 4. CenturyLink’s proposed technical
solution involved use of OTU-4 fiber, which was the subject of the question and answer
(Q&A) exchange noted above. The Library evaluated CenturyLink’s proposal as
technically acceptable and selected it for contract award. AR, Tab 8.d., Contract Award
Determination, at 4-5 and 7. AOC protested the award decision, asserting, among other
things, that the Library erred in finding CenturyLink’s proposal technically acceptable.
AOC argued there were “six specific Solicitation requirements that an OTU-4 frame
solution does not and cannot meet.” Protester’s Comments & Supp. Protest at 5.
Although we sustained AOC’s protest based on the agency’s evaluation of the
awardee’s proposal under the solicitation’s staffing evaluation factor, we dismissed
AOC’s argument challenging the acceptability of CenturyLink’s use of OTU-4 fiber,
finding that it raised an untimely challenge to the Library’s response set forth under
amendment 4 to the solicitation, expressly permitting an OTU-4 fiber solution. AOC
Connect, LLC, supra, at 5. To the extent AOC believed that RFP Amendment No. 4
created an inconsistency with other aspects of the solicitation’s requirements, AOC was
required to protest the inconsistency prior to the date for receipt of proposals. Id. In this
regard, a patent ambiguity exists where a solicitation contains an obvious, gross, or
glaring error (e.g., where solicitation provisions appear inconsistent on their face).
Umicore Optical Materials USA, Inc., B-415546, B-415546.2, Jan. 19, 2018, 2018
CPD ¶ 89 at 7. A patent ambiguity must be protested prior to the next closing time for
the submission of proposals in order to be considered timely. Bid Protest Regulations,
4 C.F.R. § 21.2(a)(1); see e.g., Pitney Bowes, Inc., B-294868, B-294868.2, Jan. 4,
2005, 2005 CPD ¶ 10 at 5. Because AOC knew the Library was willing to accept an
OTU-4 solution prior to receipt of proposals, its post-award protest challenging the
Library’s acceptance of CenturyLink’s OTU-4 solution was dismissed as untimely filed.
In its request for reconsideration, AOC contends we misunderstood its protest and
“incorrectly concluded that AOC’s protest focused on the RFP specifications,” when
instead it “was focused on [the Library’s] improper evaluation of CenturyLink’s initial and
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‘final’ technical proposal.” Request for Recon. at 2. In essence, the protester contends
we incorrectly construed its protest argument to be that no OTU-4 solution could be
technically acceptable, when it actually was arguing that CenturyLink’s particular OTU-4
solution was technically unacceptable.
Under our Bid Protest Regulations, to prevail on a request for reconsideration the
requesting party must show either that our decision contains errors of fact or law, or
present information not considered previously that warrants the decision’s reversal or
modification. 4 C.F.R. § 21.14(a). The repetition of arguments made during our
consideration of the original protest and disagreement with our decision do not meet this
standard. Epsilon Sys. Solutions, Inc.--Recon., B-414410.3, Sept. 20, 2017, 2017
CPD ¶ 292 at 3.
Here, given the arguments advanced by AOC in its protest, we reject AOC’s assertion
that our Office misread or mischaracterized its protest. Throughout its protest, AOC
alleged that no solution utilizing OTU-4 fiber was capable of meeting the requirements
of the solicitation. AOC asserted and submitted an expert report in support of its
argument that “an OTU-4 solution is technically unable to meet the [Library’s]
requirements specified in the Solicitation.” Protester’s Comments & Supp. Protest,
attach. 1, Expert Report, at 7. AOC argued the Library’s evaluation was an attempt to
“manipulate the laws of physics” because “[t]here are at least six material requirements
discussed in AOC’s expert report which explain how and why the scientific laws of optic
fiber preclude OTU-4 circuits from meeting those requirements.” Protester’s Supp.
Comments at 1, 3. The report submitted by AOC’s expert discussed OTU-4 technology
in general. There was no discussion of CenturyLink’s particular proposed solution. See
Protester’s Comments & Supp. Protest, attach. 1, Expert Report. Moreover, in its
comments on the agency’s report, AOC explained it was arguing “that an OTU-4
solution is physically unable to perform at least six of the RFP’s material requirements.”
Protester’s Supp. at 3.
Given that the arguments advanced by AOC pertained to the viability of any OTU-4
solution, yet the agency’s Q&A response under amendment 4 1 expressly provided that
1

AOC argues, as it did in its original protest, that the Q&A in which the Library advised
offerors that it would accept an OTU-4 solution did not constitute an amendment to the
solicitation since amendment 4 was not acknowledged by the offerors and therefore not
binding. Absent a formal acknowledged amendment, AOC argues it had no reason to
challenge the agency’s response set forth in the Q&A. Request for Recon. at 2;
Protester’s Supp. Comments at 3 n.4. Although we did not expressly address this
argument in our written decision on the original protest, we did consider it and found it
provided no basis to sustain the protest. Our Office reviews all issues raised by
protesters, though our decisions may not necessarily address every issue raised
consistent with our mandate to provide for the “inexpensive and expeditious resolution
of protests.” See Epsilon Sys., supra, at 3 (citing 31 U.S.C. § 3554(a)(1)). In any event,
information provided by the contracting officer to all offerors as part of a Q&A document
(continued...)
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offerors could propose an OTU-4 fiber solution, our Office properly understood AOC’s
protest to present a challenge to the terms of the solicitation. The challenge was
untimely because AOC did not raise the issue prior to the due date for proposals as
contemplated by our regulations. 4 C.F.R. § 21.2(a)(1); AOC Connect, supra, at 5.
AOC’s attempt to recast its original protest arguments does not meet our standard for
reconsideration. See Jaco Management, Inc.--Recon., B-246156.2, Jan. 3, 1992, 92-1
CPD ¶ 23; Cal Pacific Fabricating, Inc.--Recon., B-214946.2, June 28, 1984, 84-1
CPD ¶ 689.
The request for reconsideration is denied.
Thomas H. Armstrong
General Counsel

(...continued)
regarding the solicitation can be deemed a de facto amendment. Audio Visual
Concepts, Inc., B-227166, July 24, 1987, 87-2 CPD ¶ 86 at 2. AOC’s repetition of this
argument from its original protest fails to show an error of fact or law or present
information not previously considered that warrants reversal or modification of our prior
decision. 4 C.F.R. § 21.14(a); Epsilon Sys., supra, at 3.
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